
Transportation at TEC: 
 

TEC is well connected to various corners through its fleet of buses for 

transportation of the students and staff from the different locations of 

Narasaraopet,Gogulapadu,Allurivaripalem,Chejerlla,Pidugurala,Sattenapalli,Kand-

lakunta,Madala,Nadendla,Appapuram,Chilakluripet,Martur,Vinukonda,Karampudi

,Guntur and operating nearly 34 buses. In addition to this, the location of the 

institute adds to the advantage of easy access to public transport system. 

 

By utilizing bus transportation, we reduce our automobile use and thereby help to 

promote clean air. It can convey many more people in much less space than 

individual automobiles, which helps to keep low traffic congestion and reduces air 

pollution from unused vehicles, helps riders avoid the stress that comes from daily 

driving in highly congested areas. 

 

 

 
Transport In-charge  

PDR. MURTHY 
 

PDR.Murthy MA,MBA , Assistant Professor,has been working in Tirumala 

Engineering college since 2016,had two PG degrees,MA from ANU and MBA 

from school of Applied sciences affiliated to Wales University,LONDON, UK . He 

had expertise knowledge in the field of management .he along with his colleague 

ch .nageswarao, could organise several programs to create awareness among 

students towards entrepreneurship.he is also in-charge of transport department, 

could conduct meetings with bus in charges  and drivers to ensure smooth  

functioning of department under the stewardship of our honorable principal Sri Dr 

Y.V.Narayana garu. 

 



 
 

 

 
 

 



 
 

 

 

 



 
 

 

 

 



 
 

 

The Following is the List of Bus Drivers & their Contact Numbers 

 

S.No          Name of the Driver                    Phone No 

 
1.  S.Gopala Rao                                        9030832126 

2.  P.Srinivasa Rao              9949895049 

3.  P.Vema Reddy              9503324710 

4.  Sd.Ibrahim               9959953341 

5.  J.Rajesh      9391450852 

6.  T.Nataraj      7095389864 

7.  Krishna Reddy     9948517611 

8.  M.Rambabu               9849501140 

9.  T.Srinivasa Rao              9966164437 

10.  K.Govinda Rajulu              9491668058 

11.  N.Peddi      9701920056 

12.  D.Danayya               8790937569 

13.  K.Koti Reddy     6300505714 

14.  Ch.Prasad               9160139548 

15.  Ananda Babu     6304419503 

16.  E.Uma Maheswara Rao             9959154219 



17.  Y.Yesu Ratnam              9985700096 

18.  B.Hanumantha Rao    9966344775 

19.  V.S.Raju      7093844626 

20.  Narasimha Rao     9959004218 

21.  S.Naresh      9676134731 

22.  M.Ankama Rao              9493945216 

23.  G.Anandu      7675880858 

24.  Sk.Khasim Vali     9989226639 

25.  T.Sankar Rao     9515075453 

26.  SK.Baji      9393922786 

27.  K.Rathnam      9550188551 

28.  Chandra Sekhar Rao    9949978073 

29.  K.Kondla Rao     9642894267 

30.  SK.Alla Bashu     9704729125 

31.  K.Koteswara Rao     7013680080   

      

  

 

 

The Following is the List of Bus Cleaners & their Contact Numbers 

 

S.No          Name of the Driver                    Phone No 
 

1.        Md.Mohamadu    9704599416 

2.        Sk.Subhani     7995276680 

3.        B.Sidha Reddy    9848545736 

4.        Y.Venkaiah     9346588976 

5.        Sk.Aajar Basha    7893397378 

6.        M.Hasen Basha    8555854538 

7.        G.Bujji       - 

8.        G.Premaiah      - 

 

 

 

 

ROAD SAFETY AWARENESS PROGRAMMES AT TEC 
 

TEC organizes various awareness programmes one of them is Road Safety. Road 

Safety campaigns are an important way to spread awareness among people about 

road safety measures and rules put forth by road safety authorities in India. 

 

Road safety campaigns are flexible tools that help to increase awareness and 

knowledge about specific road safety problems in their own community and can be 



adapted to a wide range of issues. Campaigns can be designed to target various 

audience such as drunk and drive, avoiding mobile while driving, wearing helmet, 

wearing seatbelts, minor driving etc. safety rules could be highlighted through 

these campaigns. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 

Road Safety Awareness and knowledge will be created among the population 

through education, training and publicity campaigns. Road safety education will 

also focus on school children and college going students, while road safety 

publicity campaigns will be used to propagate good road safety practices among 

the community. 



 

 

 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

Hence, Road Safety Awareness campaigns have been organizing by TEC as part of 

social responsibility in association with local government bodies to reduce risky 

behaviors and motivate positive change in behavior. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

BEST DRIVER AWARD DISTRIBUTION AT TEC 



 



TEC TRANSPORTATION 

S.No Bus No Route 

1 AP07Y 6404 NRT-1 

2 AP07Y 4474 NRT-2 

3 AP07Y 2456 NRT-3 

4 AP16TX 5955 NRT(Sivuni Bomma)-4 

5 AP35U 8402 Allurivaripalem-5 

6 AP24X 2033 NRT-6 

7 AP07Y 5657 Nadendla-7 

8 AP21W 9988 NRT-8 

9 AP20Y 6939 Gogulapadu-10 

10 AP31TA 2280 Chejerla-11 

11 AP35V 1112 Guntur-12 

12 AP07Y 5598 Guntur-13 

13 AP07TA 3121 Karampudi-14 

14 AP16TC 4333 Phirangapuram-15 

15 AP04Y 8833 Chimalararri-16 

16 AP05TB 0844 Sattenapalli-17 

17 AP16TB 5000 Vinukonda-18 

18 AP16TC 4000 Vinukonda-19 

19 AP07Y 6405 Piduguralla-20 

20 AP31TA 2274 CPT(Pasumaru)-21 

21 AP24X 2044 NRT-22 



22 AP07Y 6406 Marturu-23 

23 AP24X 2034 Chilakaluripeta-24 

24 AP03W 9295 NRT-25 

25 AP03X 6876 CPT(Ganapavaram)-26 

26 AP31TA 9285 Appa Puram-28 

27 AP31TA9311 Kakani -29 

28 AP07Y 8728 NRT-30 

29 AP07TA 5969 Chilakaluripeta-31 

30 AP07TA 5669 Madala-32 

31 AP07TA 5339 Chilakaluripeta-33 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Student Transport & Policy guidelines thereof 

 

1. The College has its own fleet of buses mainly for student transport, and students are therefore under an 

obligation to travel by college buses only. 

2. All aspects of the said transport shall be looked after by a Principal’s appointee designated Transport 

Convener. 

3. Any suggestions made by the Principal from time to time have to be complied with by the Convener. 

4. The Convener shall fix the drivers and bus in-charges for various buses after consultation with the 

Principal. 

5. He must hold meetings for drivers frequently to ensure smooth transport service. 

6. He has to ensure himself through bus in-charges that no student ever boarded any of the buses with out 

a valid pass, a clearly visible identity card and mandated dress code. 

7. He may hold meetings of bus in-charges whenever considered necessary. 

8. He is empowered to have the students frisked at any point during the journey and have their cell 

phones, ipods etc… in their possession and confiscated, never to return them. 

9. The Convener and the bus in-charges have to make sure that no student traveled in a bus other than the 

bus assigned to him except under circumstances determined by the Convener. 

10. Major changes and decisions, if any, have to the made by the transport convener himself under 

information to the Principal. 

11. The convener must have the college timetables and periodical examination schedules with him. So as 

to fix arrival and departure timings conveniently. 

12. In case of any exigency, the convener can seek the advice and guidance of the Principal. 



13. The Convener shall ultimately be responsible for any dislocation and inconvenience felt in 

transportation. 

14. The bus in-charges shall be held responsibilities for any indisciplined act on the part of the students in 

the bus. 

15. They must see that the drivers desisted from gossiping while driving, and the driving was smooth and 

safe. 

16. They must also ensure that students kept themselves engaged in reading news papers and magazines 

silently while traveling. 

17. The drivers shall collect the news papers and magazines at the end of the day, to hand them over to the 

convener. 

18. They shall, by all means, avoid rash driving and over taking to appease student clamor. 

19. The drivers are forbidden from chit chatting with students and behaving with them in a rude way. 

20. The drivers have to abide by the instructions given by the convener from time to time and any violation 

will be viewed seriously. 

21. The students defaulting in revalidating their passes and traveling in violation of rules can be 

disembarked at any point enroute. 

22. The incorrigible ones defaulting in having a valid bus pass shall be penalized with a fine for `500/- 

each plus suspension from their respective classes until the fine paid. The fine is slapped by the 

convener while the suspension is effected by the Principal. 

23. Students found tearing or having cullings from news papers and magazines will be penalized with a 

fine of `50/-. 

24. Students reported tampering with the seat covers shall be penalized with a fine of `3000/- and 

suspension from classes for a month. 

25. Students and Staff members will have to arrive at the boarding site at least 2 minutes in advance, and 

the bus drivers need not wait for the late comers. 

26. The seating arrangement in the bus is as follows 

a) Girl students only in the front rows on either side 

b) Boy students only in the back rows on either side 

c) Women teachers will sit on the left in the row between boys and girls and men teachers on the 

right of the same row.       

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Vehicle Parking 

 
Tirumala Engineering College has two sheds for vehicle parking as shown in below figures.  

 

 
 

 


